
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Idea: Who says only the bride and groom should get all the gifts? 

With this fast-paced, interactive game, every guest has a shot at 

getting a very special gift.  

 

Ground work: Before the shower, wrap up two or three gifts in 

decorative wrapping paper. For a small party, you can wrap up only 

one gift.  

 

How to Play: When it’s game time, have everyone sit in a circle. Give 

each gift to a random person in the circle or for a playful group, put 

the gifts in the center and have all guests grab for one on the count of 

three.  

Then, tell the guests to listen closely as you read them a special 

wedding story (feel free to customize the example posted below).  

Each time they hear the word “right,” the guests must pass the gifts one 

person to the right; when they hear “left,” the gifts move one person to 

the left. The key to this game is to start reading at a normal storytelling 

pace. Then, as everyone starts to get comfortable passing the gifts, 

speed up! The faster you go, the more intense and hilarious the gift 

passing gets. Guests holding gifts at the end, win!  

PASS THE PRESENTS 



 

 

Here’s the story:  

“[Insert bride’s name] knew RIGHT away that she had found Mr. RIGHT 

and the RIGHT date was set. Now seemed to be the RIGHT time to start 

so she LEFT RIGHT after lunch and went RIGHT to her mother’s house. She 

LEFT in such a hurry that she LEFT her to do list RIGHT on the living room 

table. But there was no time to turn back. She knew she needed to get 

started RIGHT away to make sure nothing was LEFT undone.  

With only 24 days until the wedding day, there seemed to be little time 

LEFT to spare and so much LEFT to do. She asked her mother to WRITE 

down a guest list because she knew mom would make sure no one 

was LEFT out. [Insert bride’s name] LEFT to find the RIGHT invitations. On 

her way, she LEFT a message at the florist and then RIGHT into the bridal 

shop she ran.  

RIGHT in the window was the perfect dress. “Oh no, I LEFT my cheque 

book RIGHT in the car.” “Hold that dress, I’ll be RIGHT back.” With that 

accomplished, she called Mr. RIGHT and LEFT him a message to call her 

RIGHT back. She LEFT to meet the florist who had LEFT her a message 

that they had the RIGHT flowers for her.  

Mr. RIGHT called her RIGHT back and said he LEFT a message for the 

preacher RIGHT down the road to call them RIGHT back and that he 

had just LEFT work and would be RIGHT over. She LEFT the florist and ran 

RIGHT over to meet Mr. RIGHT. RIGHT away they discussed what was 

LEFT to do. “Who will be the RIGHT best man?” She LEFT that up to Mr. 

RIGHT. “I’ll get the RIGHT maid of Honor.”  

RIGHT away they started shopping for the RIGHT rings. With that done, 

the next stop was to order the RIGHT cake. Mr. RIGHT could clearly see 

his future Mrs. RIGHT was on the RIGHT track.  

After a long day, they were both LEFT exhausted. All that was LEFT to do 

was get RIGHT home to see if any messages were LEFT while they were  



 

 

out. Sure enough, Mom had LEFT a message that the church RIGHT 

down the road was available so she requested it RIGHT away. Now that 

was not LEFT to worry about. “Let’s call it a day.” “Whatever is LEFT to do, 

can be LEFT until tomorrow.” They agreed and with a kiss, he LEFT and 

she went RIGHT to bed…”  
Give the story your own unique ending! 
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